
THE WESTERNMOST OF TOKYO

The Perfect  Blend  of  Japanese  Country Life,
Culture and  History.



A monitoring tour in Japan is a free or low cost trip to 
research the demand of visitors and  improvements by 
getting questionnaires or  opinions from the participants. 
The purpose of this monitoring tour is to provide 
valuable information about what foreign travelers 
like/do/dislike/have troubles with during the visit to this 
area, Nishitama. The information is then handed over to 
the local administrations for future development of the 
area. By applying for the monitoring tours, you agree to 
all conditions of participation. Your cooperation for the 
purposes of the research is mandatory.
Tour Fee
Tour A,B :  3,000 Yen each tour

Tama Council for the Promotion of Tourism

Highlights
River Rafting Mt Mitake Hiking

Enjoy paddling and floating 
down the Tamagawa river on a 
rubber boat. Feel relaxed by 
hearing the voices of water and 
trees and enjoy beautiful views 
of autumn leaves along the 
river. (Tour A)

We’re going to ride a cable car to 
get to this mountain. On the top 
of the mountain, there is a shrine 
called Musashi-Mitake Jinjya. 
Interestingly you can see people 
bringing their cute pets especially 
dogs as this place enshrines a 
white wolf known as Oinu-
sama(Sacred dog). (Tour A)

This 12-meters Daibutsu is taller
than the Great Buddha of 

Kamakura and the second tallest 
Daibutsu in Japan, following the 
Great Buddha of Nara. 
The former chief priest planned 
this project about 40 years ago 
and current chief priest made it 
come true. (Tour B)

Rokuya Daibutsu

Dep. Kawai JR Station

AM ●River Rafting

Lunch Included

PM ●Mt. Mitake walking

Arr. Ome JR Station

Dep. Musashi Itsukaichi JR Station

AM
●“Samurai residence”

(Get dressed of Ninja & Kimono)

Lunch Included

PM

●Copying a Buddhist sutra by handwriting
at Daihiganji Temple

●Rokuya DAIBUTSU (Great Buddha)
●Kotokuji Temple

Arr. Musashi Itsukaichi JR Station

The Perfect  Blend  of  Japanese  Country Life, Culture and  History.

Samurai Residence

Ninja is one of the most popular 
and unique Japanese traditional 
culture known worldwide. Enjoy 
getting dressed in Ninja costumes 
and  costumes of princesses in 
Edo period are also available. 
(Tour B)


